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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
This paper looks at the localised control of value within the 

household and the intersection of practices of thrift and accommoda-
tion with familial relations in the household. Its focus on food left-
overs is significant in that it foregrounds the varying creative prac-
tices through which food is re-ordered, transformed and reused, and 
the resulting travels and circularities of food. Leftovers are theorised 
as ‘thrifty meals’ using Miller’s (1998) work on thrift and sacrifice.  
As such they might be viewed as a form of saving by spending. How-
ever what is saved in relation to leftovers is not only money, but also 
importantly time and effort in the kitchen. Using up leftovers saves 
not only financial resources (ingredients) but also time and effort in 
preparing the food. These resources can then be invested elsewhere.

Instead of viewing food leftovers as the negative or non-present 
end point of production this paper explores possibilities of their re-
turn, renewal and reuse. Taking inspiration from theorists who have 
explored the ways in which we classify, manage and value house-
hold durables through practices of storing and sorting (Cwerner and 
Metcalfe, 2003; Daniels, 2009) hoarding (Maycroft, 2009; Cherrier 
& Ponnor, 2010) and accommodating (Gregson, 2007), this paper 
shows an intimate relation between decisions to rid, the channels 
and conduits chosen for disposal and relationships indicated or made 
present by these practices.  These practices have received scant at-
tention in domestic food consumption contexts (although see Evans, 
2011).

This paper emerges from an interpretive study looking at dis-
courses and practices surrounding the everyday meal in the Mid-
lands (UK). Fieldwork consisted of observations of meal times of 20 
households and semi-structured interviews of the person in the fam-
ily responsible for the food provision. Data were analysed following 
the general guides of qualitative research and a thematic analysis was 
conducted following common practices in interpretive consumer re-
search (Silverman, 2006).

Despite having different routines and standards of judging a 
meal as quick, easy or cheap just about all of the participants’ se-
lection of their everyday meal was driven by saving resources. For 
example, in a manner similar to Miller’s (1998) mothers, Margaret 
plans her meal in order to save her scarce resources which are time, 
effort and money. She customises her ‘spag bol’ in such a way that 
it becomes a dish in which leftovers can be reused. Margaret and the 
other participants’ focus on thrift does not necessarily mean that they 
save resources, but rather that they are motivated by saving resources 
in order to spend them elsewhere. It is here that leftovers become sig-
nificant for our participants, considered a strategic means of saving 
resources in the kitchen. 

A second finding was the degree of skill and knowledge em-
ployed in using up leftovers. For example David who keeps parts 
of his Sunday roast chicken to make a salad for lunch on Monday. 
He prepares a stock with the bones which he freezes along with any 
leftover vegetables in order to make a risotto during the week. David 
applies a significant amount of knowledge to his meal leftovers he 
breaks it down into its constituent parts each with different charac-
teristics and thinks creatively about how each part might be reused 
and re-valued in the context of a new meal.  This process of revalu-
ation also has a geography attached to it. In describing his conduits 
of disposal of the meal, David divides the leftovers into various parts 
and moves them into different places (such as the bin, the fridge, 

the freezer and the lunchbox). Here David’s differing placings of the 
food shows how disposal is not simply a matter of moving things 
away but rather moving things along (Gregson et al. 2007) according 
to their possible re-use.  

People spent a considerable amount of time changing the look 
of their leftovers. In some cases they become a completely new dish, 
like the Thursday night chicken and pea risotto that Tim prepared 
from what was left from his Sunday roast dinner. Tim deliberately 
cooks an over generous portion of risotto giving him enough to feed 
his family and leaving enough for his own lunch on Friday. On such 
occasions meals might be composed of the leftovers of leftovers. As 
such food might travel through a range of conduits before it is finally 
fully disposed of.  In the case of Tim the chain goes from Sunday 
roast dinner to his Friday lunch box, from the bone china serving 
plates in his dining room with his family to the more modest plastic 
container which will be opened at lunch time on his office desk.

To conclude we see value in theorising the consumption of left-
overs as thrifty meals. These thrifty meals contribute to the control of 
the flow of value within the home just as much as thrifty practices of 
shopping. Drawing on Miller’s (1998) concept of thrift we observe that 
it is likely that the resources saved in thrifty meals are then spent in 
more extravagant meals in the longer term. Preparing and eating Sun-
day dinner everyday simply would not be possible or practical given 
the resources of time and effort required. Thus we see a longer run 
cycle of spending to save and saving to spend in mealtime practices. 

However these meals are not only a means of saving resources 
they are also a means of value creation, food is literally revived and 
re-valued once more as ‘meal’. This process takes both skill in plan-
ning meals with re-use in mind, but also knowledge of the material 
elements of food ingredients (i.e. the length of their reusable life-
time and the likely contexts of their reuse). Value is therefore created 
through creative acts of transforming and re-framing food. The fram-
ing or placing of food is important here in understanding its value 
considering the bone china plate in the dining room against the plas-
tic lunchbox in the office. Therefore food provision and in this case 
the consumption of leftovers in order to make sense must be located 
within everyday household routines wherein the social context of 
(re)valuation is vital.
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